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Four-Dimensional Heteronuclear Triple-Resonance
NMR Spectroscopy of Interleukin-li in Solution

LEWIS E. KAY, G. MARIUS CLORE, AD BAx, ANGELA M. GRONENBORN

A method is presented that dramatically improves the resolution of protein nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra by increasing their dimensionality to four. The
power of this technique is demonstrated by the application of four-dimensional
carbon-13-nitrogen-15 ('3C-'5N)-edited nudear Overhauser effect (NOE) spectros-
copy to interleukin-li, a protein of 153 residues. The NOEs between NH and
aliphatic protons are first spread out into a third dimension by the 15N chemical shift of
the amide '5N atom and subsequently into a fourth dimension by the '3C chemical shift
of the directly bonded 13C atoms. By this means ambiguities in the assignment of
NOEs between NH and aliphatic protons that are still present in the three-dimension-
al '5N-edited NOE spectrum due to extensive chemical shift overlap and degeneracy of
aliphatic resonances are completely removed. Consequently, many more approximate
interproton distance restraints can be obtained from the NOE data than was
heretofore possible, thereby expanding the horizons of three-dimensional structure
determination by NMR to larger proteins.

OVER THE LAST FEW YEARS IT HAS

been shown that two-dimensional
(2D) NMR spectroscopy (1) can

be used to determine the solution structures
of small proteins ('<100 residues) at a reso-
lution comparable to that attainable by x-ray
crystallography (2-4). The initial stage in an
NMR structure determination involves
spectral assignment by means of experi-
ments that demonstrate through-bond and
through-space correlations (5). The princi-
pal source of geometric information resides
in short (<5 A) approximate interproton

distance restraints derived from NOE ex-
periments, and the accuracy and precision of
an NMR structure determination depends
critically on the number of restraints that
can be extracted from the data (3, 4). The
application of 2D NMR methods to larger
proteins has been impeded by two factors.
First, the increase in the number of reso-
nances leads to severe chemical shift overlap
and degeneracy, rendering the assignment
of through-bond interactions or through-
space interactions or both increasingly diffi-
cult. Second, the increase in molecular
weight results in larger linewidths so that
the sensitivity of through-bond correlation
experiments based on small (<12 Hz) ho-
monuclear couplings is much reduced.
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Many of the uncertainties present in 2D
NMR spectra can be resolved by spreading
out the 2D spectra into a third dimension
(6), and NMR techniques based on large
heteronuclear couplings should permit ap-
plications to larger proteins (7). To this end
a number of three-dimensional (3D) hetero-
nuclear NMR experiments that rely on large
resolved heteronuclear couplings have been
developed (8-13) and have been shown to
be highly efficient for spectral assignment of
proteins labeled with l N or 3Cor both up
to a molecular weight of about 20 kD (14).
Despite this added resolution, ambiguities
still remain in the interpretation of 3D
heteronuclear NMR spectra of larger pro-
teins, so that an additional increase in reso-
lution afforded by raising the dimensionality
still further is desirable. In this paper we
report a four-dimensional (4D) NMR ex-
periment and demonstrate its applicability
to uniformly labeled 15N- 13C interleukin-11
(IL-1p), a 17.4-kD protein of 153 residues,
that plays a central role in the immune and
inflammatory responses (15).

All 2D NMR experiments comprise four
distinct steps, namely, preparation, evolu-
tion, mixing, and detection (16). A 4D
NMR experiment is easily conceived by
combining three 2D NMR experiments,
leaving out the detection period of the first,
the preparation and detection periods of the
second, and the preparation period of the
third. The 4D experiment we have chosen to
perform is one in which NOEs between NH
protons and aliphatic protons are spread out
by the chemical shifts of the directly bonded
"N and 13C atoms, respectively. The ratio-
nal behind this experiment lies in resolving
extensive ambiguities still present in a 3D
'5N-edited NOESY experiment (3D 'H-'5N
NOESY-HMQC) in which NOEs between
NH protons and aliphatic protons are
spread into the third dimension by the
chemical shift of the directly bonded '5N
atoms (8, 9). Although this 3D experiment
effectively removes, in all but a very few
cases, chemical shift degeneracy associated
with the NH protons, it leaves the ambigu-
ities associated with severe overlap of ali-
phatic resonances unaffected. Thus, even if a
cross peak connecting an aliphatic and am-
ide proton is well resolved in the 3D spec-
trum, it is frequently not possible, with the
exception of cases involving the CotH reso-
nances, to identify conclusively the aliphatic
proton involved on the basis of its 'H
chemical shift.
The progression and relation between

15N- 13C-heteronuclear-edited 2D, 3D, and
4D NOESY experiments is illustrated sche-
matically in Fig. 1. In the 2D spectrum,
NOEs between NH protons (F2 dimension)
and aliphatic protons (Fl dimension) are
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observed in a single plane. In the 3D spec-
trum, these NOEs are spread within a 3D
cube over a series of F3(NH)-F,('H) slices
according to the chemical shift ofthe direct-
ly bonded 15N atoms in the F2 dimension. In
the 4D experiment, each slice at a particular
15N frequency of the 3D spectrum consti-
tutes a cube within the 4D spectrum in
which each cube is subdivided into a further
series of slices based on the 13C chemical
shift of the 13C atoms directly bonded to the
aliphatic protons indicated in Fl.
The pulse scheme of the new 4D experi-

ment is shown in Fig. 2. It combines three
separate 2D experiments, namely 'H-13C
HMQC, 'H-'H NOESY, and 'H- 5N
HMQC sequences. Transfer of magnetiza-
tion between protons and the directly bond-
ed 15N or 13C heteronucleus is achieved by
means of multiple quantum coherence (17),

whereas transfer of magnetization between
protons occurs by through-space NOE ef-
fects. The transfer of magnetization from
the aliphatic protons to the NH protons
thus follows the pathway:

l HJCH 13C 'JCH NOE

'JNH 15 'JNHNH - NN-NH
The chemical shifts of '3C, 'H, and '5N
evolve during the variable time periods t1, t2,
and t3, which are incremented independent-
ly, and the NH signal is acquired during the
acquisition period t4. A 4D Fourier transfor-
mation of the resulting data matrix with
respect to t1, t2, t3, and t4 yields a 4D
spectrum in which every NOE interaction
between an NH proton and an aliphatic
proton is determined by four frequency
coordinates, the chemical shift values of the
two protons involved in the F2 and F4
dimensions and the chemical shifts of the
13C and '5N nuclei attached to these two
protons in the F, and F3 dimensions, respec-
tively. Signal not originating from an ali-
phatic proton or terminating on an amide
proton is efficiently canceled by appropriate
phase cycling of the 13C and 15N pulses, as
indicated in the caption to Fig. 2. Three key
aspects of practical importance should be
noted. The first is that the number of peaks

in this 4D spectrum is the same as that
present in the corresponding "'N-"C-edit-
ed 3D and 2D spectra. Thus, the extension
to four dimensions affords an increase in
resolution without a concomitant increase in
complexity. Second, the through-bond
transfer steps are highly efficient as they
involve couplings (90 to 130 Hz) that are
much larger than the linewidths. Conse-
quently the sensitivity of the 4D experiment
is high. Third, extensive folding is used to
maximize resolution in the 13C(F1) dimen-
sion (10, 18). As a result, each 13C coordi-
nate corresponds to a series of 13C chemical
shifts that, in the present case, are separated
by intervals of20.71 ppm. This process does
not complicate the interpretation of the 4D
spectrum in any way since all 13C resonances
of IL-1, have been assigned (14) and the
appropriate 13C chemical shift is readily
determined from the 'H chemical shift of
the aliphatic proton from which the magne-
tization originates (10, 12).

Selected F4(NH)-F2('H) slices of the 4D
"3C-'5N-edited NOESY experiment of 1.7
MM 13C-15N-labeled IL-lp at two 15N(F3)
and several 13C(F,) frequencies are shown in
Fig. 3, together with the corresponding
F3(NH)-F1('H) slices of the 3D '3C-15N-
edited 'H-'5N NOESY-HMQC spectrum at
the same '5N(F2) chemical shifts. The 4D

I '3C Evolufion ''H Evolufion|
I Preparation

HMQC I
9lH1

1H

13c
2D 4D

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the progression
and relation between heteronuclear edited 2D,
3D, and 4D NOESY spectra. The closed circles
represent NOE cross peaks between NH and
aliphatic protons. In the 2D spectrum, cross peaks
from 11 aliphatic protons to 3 NH protons at a
single NH chemical shift are indicated. In the 3D
spectrum, these peaks are spread into a third
dimension according to the chemical shift of the
directly bonded "'N atoms. In the illustration the
peaks are now located in three distinct planes
corresponding to three different '5N chemical
shifts, thereby removing the overlap arising from
NH chemical shift degeneracy and indicating that
the NOEs involve three separate NH protons.
Although the NH protons are resolved in the 3D
spectrum, the identity ofthe aliphatic protons can
still only be established by their 'H chemical
shifts. In the 4D spectrum, each plane of the 3D
spectrum constitutes a cube composed of a series
of slices at different l3C chemical shifts. The
identity of the originating aliphatic protons can
now be established unambiguously as they are
characterized by both 'H and '3C chemical shifts.

412

A1 t1/2

180x

90x

,t1/2 i

lt2/2

NOESY
mixing F

90x

Lt2/2
I I

180x

90x

Lr

15N Evolution I

HMQC

180x

n

Detection:|
I

Acquisition (t4)

l.
lII9 fl

15N /&2 t3/2 ', t3/2 A2 IDeoule

Fig. 2. Pulse sequence of the '3C-_5N-edited NOESY 4D experiment. Water suppression is performed
during both the relaxation delay and NOE mixing period with an off-resonance DANTE scheme (18).
In order to minimize relaxation losses, the delays A, and 12, which allow for efficient creation of
heteronuclear multiple quantum coherence, are set to 3.0 and 4.5 ms, slightly less than 1/(2JHC) and
1/(2JHN), respectively. The NOE mixing time Tm was set to 96 ms. The delay Timmediately prior to
application of the first l3C 900 pulse is included to compensate for the 13C 1800 pulse so that no first-
order phase correction is necessary in F2. The 'H, 13C, and '5N carriers were positioned at 8.1, 43.0,
and 121.0 ppm, respectively, and C and "N radio frequency (rf) power levels of 16.7 and 1.25 kHz
were used for all pulses. WALTZ decoupling (20) was performed during acquisition with a 1.25-kHz rf
field. The phase cycling used was: i1 = 4(x), tf2 = 2(x,-x), 43 = 2(x),2(-x), and acquisi-
tion = x,-x,-x,x. Quadrature in the tl, t2, and t3 dimensions was achieved by changing the phases of
,1, t2, and 43 by 900 in an independent manner with the States-TPPI method (21). The spectrum was
recorded with sequential quadrature detection during the detection period t4. The experiment was
recorded on a Bruker AM-600 spectrometer equipped with a triple-resonance probe optimized for 'H
detection. The acquired 4D data matrix comprised 16 complex (t,) by 64 complex (t2) by 16 complex
(t3) by 512 real (t4) data points. The delays and pulse widths in the sequence were chosen such that the
phase of the folded peaks in F, is the same as those that are not folded (18). The spectral widths used in
Fl, F2, F3, and F4 are 20.71, 8.3, 26.0, and 6.94 ppm, respectively, with corresponding acquisition
times of 5.0, 12.6, 9.8, and 61.4 ms in t,, t2, t3, and t4, respectively.
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experiment was recorded in only 6 days,
whereas the 3D data set was obtained in 1
day. The two slices of the 3D spectrum at
B"N= 118.1 and 119.8 ppm represent
typical planes in the 3D spectrum. The
spectral simplification in the 4D slices rela-
tive to the 3D ones is obvious. Examination
of the two 3D slices reveals a large number
ofNOEs between NH protons and aliphatic
protons resonating between 5.5 and 0 ppm.
Those involving intraresidue NH-CaH
NOEs can be readily identified by compari-
son with a 3D 'H-'5N HOHAHA-HMQC
spectrum (9) in which correlations between
NH and aliphatic protons are established
through intraresidue scalar 3JHN,,a couplings.
Providing the amino acid sequence is known
and some spin systems have been identified,
it is also usually possible to assign the se-
quential CctH(i)-NH(i + 1) NOEs from
the 3D spectrum with confidence. The re-
maining NOEs, and in particular those in-
volving long-range interactions between res-
idues far apart in the sequence, are very
difficult and often impossible to interpret in
the 3D spectrum because of extreme crowd-
ing and overlap of aliphatic 'H resonances.
For example, between 1.2 and 0.8 ppm
alone, there are 57 separate 'H resonances
(14). Thus, although the destination NH
proton can be uniquely defined in the 3D
spectrum, there remains a large choice for
the identity of the originating aliphatic pro-
ton. By spreading out the NOEs between
NH and aliphatic protons on the basis of
both 15N and 13C chemical shifts in the 4D
spectrum, this problem is completely re-
moved, and the specific identification of
NOE interactions is reduced to matching all
four chemical shifts with a database of com-
plete 'H, 13C, and '5N assignments previ-
ously obtained by analysis of a series of 3D
heteronuclear double- and triple-resonance
spectra (14). As an example, consider the
NOEs between an aliphatic 'H resonance at
0.89 ppm and the NH protons of Ser2',
Leu27, Gin39, and Val58. The two NOEs
involving Leu21(NH) and Leu27(NH) are
seen in the slice at &3C values of 65.88,
45.17, and 24.46 ppm, whereas those in-
volving Gln39(NH) and Val58(NH) are ob-
served in the slice at 8'3C values of 63.25,
42.54, and 21.83 ppm. From the 'H and
13C assignments already in hand, we con-
clude that the NOEs to Leu2'(NH) and
Leu27(NH) involve one of the methyl
groups of Leu26. The NOEs to Gln39(NH)
and Val58(NH) could involve a methyl
group of either Val'9 or Vall°. However,
the NOE to Val58(NH) is maximal in this
slice, whereas that to Gln39(NH) is maximal
in the adjacent slice downfield in 13C chemi-
cal shift, indicating that they arise from
methyl groups with different 13C chemical
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shifts. This enables us to deduce that the
NOE to Val58(NH) originates from
Val °0(C-ybH3), whereas that to Gln39(NH)
is from Vall9(C-yOH3).

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that
I3C-_5N-edited 4D NOESY spectroscopy is
a powerful and conceptually simple ap-
proach for completely removing ambiguities

3D F3 (NH)-F1 ('H) slices

2-

4.

a.(a

U' 56*
0

,2

4-

6-
10 8

associated with valuable through-space con-
nectivities between aliphatic and NH pro-
tons. Further, the spectra can be obtained
with high sensitivity on -1 to 2 mM 15N-
13C-labeled protein samples in a reasonable
amount of measuring time. There are two
fundamentally different approaches for in-
creasing the resolution in protein NMR

4D F4 (NH)-F2 ('H) slices

10 8

NH chemical shift (ppm)

Fig. 3. Representative F4(NH)-F2('H) planes of the 4D '5N-13G-edited NOESY spectrum together
with the F3(NH)-F,('H) slices of the 3D '5N-'3G-edited NOESY spectrum at the corresponding '5N
frequencies. Peak assignments were derived on the basis of the complete 'H, 15N, and '3C assignments
obtained from the analysis of a variety of 3D heteronuclear double and triple-resonance experiments
(14). The 3D and 4D data sets were processed with an approach described previously (18). For the 3D
slices, the 15N(F2) values (parts per million) are 118.1 for (A) and 119.8 for (B). For the 4D slices, the
'5N(F3) values (ppm) are 118.1 for (C) and (D) and 119.8 for (E) and (F), and the '3C(F,) values
(ppm) are 63.25, 42.54, and 21.83 for (C), 58.65, 37.94, and 17.23 for (D), 65.88, 45.17, and 24.46
for (E), and 62.59, 41.88, and 21.17 for (F). A time-domain convolution routine (22) was used for
both 3D and 4D data sets to remove the baseline distortion arising from the residual water resonance.

In the case of the 3D "5N-'3C-filtered NOESY data set, a doubly phase shifted sine bell window
extending from 600 on the left to 165° on the right-hand side was used prior to transformation in F2.
One zero filling of the data was used in F2 with double zero filling in the other two dimensions. A
simple in-house routine was used for the F2 Fourier transform whereas commercially available software
(NMRi, Syracuse, New York) was used to process the F,-F3 planes. Processing of the 4D data set was
done in several stages. Initially the data were processed in F3 with in-house written routines. A doubly
shifted sine bell extending from 60° to 1650 was used as well as a single zero filling prior to Fourier
transformation. After the F3 transformation, a set of 32 3D data matrices filtered by the '5N chemical
shift was generated. Processing ofthe 13C dimension (F,) was accomplished next. A doubly shifted sine
bell extending from 65° to 170° was used followed by double zero filling and Fourier transformation
with software developed in-house. Finally, individual F2-F4 planes were processed with commercially
available software. The t3 processing and subsequent transformation required approximately 12 hours
on a Sun Sparc workstation, with an additional 1 to 2 hours required for the processing of each of the
resultant 32 3D data sets. The final digital resolution in each of the four dimensions was 48.8, 19.5,
49.4, and 4.1 Hz per point in F,, F2, F3, and F4, respectively.
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spectra. The conventional approach im-
proves the resolution in 2D NMR spectra
by increasing the digital resolution and by
using strong resolution enhancement digital
filtering functions at the expense of sensitiv-
ity. The new approach presented in this
paper improves the resolution by increasing
the dimensionality of the spectrum and
simultaneously yields important additional
information about the system (that is, 15N
and 13C chemical shifts). This approach is
much less sensitive to wide line widths
associated with larger proteins. Indeed, it
can easily be calculated that 4D spectra with
virtual lack of resonance overlap and good
sensitivity can be recorded for proteins as
large as 40 kD. Because the resolution in the
4D spectrum shown is limited by digitiza-
tion, spectra with equivalent resolution can
be recorded at magnetic field strengths sig-
nificantly lower than 600 MHz (14.1 T).
Indeed, the inherent resolution of4D NMR
spectroscopy is so high that 4D NMR spec-
tra should be completely analyzable even at
low digitization by automated procedures.
Finally, we note that the present 4D data set
has been processed in only a very coarse
manner by Fourier transformation of severe-
ly truncated signals. It is expected that spec-
tra of far superior quality could be obtained
in much shortened measuring times with
more sophisticated data processing algo-
rithms based on linear prediction (19). In-
deed, such an approach should open the
practical possibility for yet a further increase
in dimensionality.
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mine, the secretory granules are rapidly exo-

cytosed, resulting in a redistribution of
transmembrane GMP140 into the plasma
membrane (5-7). Endothelial GMP140 has
structural similarity to adhesion molecules
ELAM-1 (endothelial leukocyte adhesion
molecule-l) and MEL-14, which belong to
the LEC-CAM family (2, 8, 9). ELAM-1,
although not present on resting endotheli-
um, mediates adhesion of neutrophils [poly-
morphonuclear leukocytes (PMNs)] to en-
dothelium activated by TNF or interleukin-
1 (IL-1) (10). MEL-14, present on PMNs
and lymphocytes, is involved in lymphocyte
homing to high endothelial venules (11).
We used platelet GMP140 that was purified
to homogeneity (12) to investigate its role in
adhesive phenomena, and our data suggest
that elaboration or secretion of GMP140
serves to prevent adhesion and the develop-
ment of inflammatory responses.
GMP140 was coated onto plastic microti-

ter wells and was adhesive for freshly isolat-
ed, nonactivated PMNs and monocytes, but
not T lymphocytes (Fig. 1A). Adhesion was

concentration-dependent (Fig. 1A), and the
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Prevention of Activated Neutrophil Adhesion to
Endothelium by Soluble Adhesion Protein GMP140

JENNIFER R. GAMBLE, MICHAEL P. SKINNER, MICHAEL C. BERNDT,
MATHEW A. VADAS*

Neutrophils and monocytes, but not lymphocytes, adhered strongly to plastic surfaces
coated with GMP140, a protein of endothelial cells and platelets. This adhesion of
neutrophils was mediated by GMP140 and not by the CD18 integrin complex. By
contrast, GMP140 in solution inhibited the CD18-dependent adhesion of tumor
necrosis factor-a-activated neutrophils to plastic surfaces and resting endothelium,
but not of resting neutrophils to tumor necrosis factor-a-activated endothelium.
Thus, the binding ofa soluble form ofan adhesion protein selectively inhibited another
set of adhesive events. Soluble GMP140 may be important in maintaining the
nonadhesiveness ofneutrophils in the circulation and may serve to limit inflammatory
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